Abstract This report describes our application of the (or SIMBS) method has understandable difficulties multiple isotope material basis set (MIMBS) method for analyzing mixtures of isotopes. To handle mixtures of isotope identification to the analysis ofsimulated spectra of isotopes, we subsequently developed the multiple isotope NaI logs used in spectral portal monitors. The MIMBS MBS (MIMBS) method [6,7]. MIMBS simultaneously method couples attenuation corrections for shielding solves for the detailed isotopic composition and MBS materials with an ordinary isotopic response function fit.
INTRODUCTION effects.
Results from an ordinary response function fit on the same data were used to establish a performance baseline
With its low cost and high efficiency, Nal is an appealing for comparison. choice for use in spectral portal monitors and other largearea detectors, as well as in handheld radioisotope identifiers. Unfortunately, its poor energy resolution makes 2 THE MIMBS METHOD spectrum analysis difficult. As reported by Blackadar, et al. [1] , identification algorithms used in commercial handheld
The material basis set (MBS) method is a fast linear Nal instruments performed poorly in tests, with average technique for determining the absorber composition of any correct identification rates of less than 3000 even under ideal shielding material entirely from characteristics of the measurement conditions (single-isotope sources, no gamma spectrum being analyzed. Based on the effective attenuating materials). Under more realistic measurement atomic number principle, the MBS model assumes that the conditions, attenuation and distortion of the gamma spectra gamma ray attenuating properties of any element or by unknown absorbers such as shipping containers makes combination of elements can be closely approximated by a the problem much more difficult. Nal logs have poorer combination of "basis materials" mixed in the appropriate resolution than the small Nal detectors used in handheld proportions. For (1) is a nonlinear problem that breaks down used to create the individual energy lines specified in a into two coupled linear problems. The MBS composition nuclide library, scaled by abundances and activity and vector p = {Pz} can be solved for linearly for a given rebinned to match the number of channels and measured isotopic composition vector a {aj}. Similarly, a can be energy calibration of the target measurement system. The solved for linearly for a given p. Since the MBS generated lines are superimposed to represent the energy composition will normally have only two materials, while deposited in the detector by the given nuclide. The resulting the number of isotopes can be large, it is logical to ideal energy deposition spectrum still needs to include iteratively vary the Pz using a nonlinear search algorithm detector-specific broadening from effects of light collection and solve for a linearly at each trial value of p. This is the and signal processing. approach we use here. To mimic blends of two isotopes, spectra that passed through the same absorber were scaled and added together, creating binary mixtures in the proportions 1:2 and 2:1 (no pure isotopes were analyzed). These proportions refer to the 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 fraction of counts above 100 keV from each isotope, for Energy (keV) their unattenuated (air) spectra. The attenuated spectra were scaled by the same factors as the air spectra before adding them together. This addition resulted in realistic pseudo- "unknown absorber" cases, generating 3312 unknown spectra to be analyzed in each of three measurement conditions.
The main performance measure we tallied is the number of spectra for which both the primary and the secondary
We examined three simulated measurement conditions: isotopes are identified in the top two found (i.e., the first and second highest activities identified in the fit)*. This is a stricter scoring criterion than that in ref.
[6] and [7] , which required only one of the isotopes to be present in the top two.
examined the accuracy of the activities determined in the What we see in the figure is that excellent agreement is fits for each isotope by tallying the average ratio of the fitted obtained in all the MIMBS analyses, averaging 96.6 ± 2.6% to true activity in all qualifying blends ofthat isotope. This for all cases, compared with 62.3 ± 13.8% for the average of metric was applied only to those cases passing the first test the ordinary response function fit analyses. The breakdown (i.e., both isotopes identified), and gives an indication of the in the identification rate by measurement case is given in accuracy of the attenuation correction applied when the Table II . correct isotopes are matched. 
